
“Happiness is, 
to work every 

day towards the 
Great Turning

P U R P O S E

Two years ago Lars Veraart made a conscious decision to say ‘Stop!’ to a well-paid career 
as a veterinarian in the French countryside. He decided to no longer serve an agricultural 
system where it’s all about money, money and more money. Instead, he began to say ‘Yes!‘ 

to life, the true value of man and nature. “Time is not money, time is life”.
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From ‘monsieur, le 
docteur’ to a peasant 

in Romania
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 T
wo years ago Lars Veraart 
made a conscious decision to 
say ‘Stop!’ to a well-paid ca-
reer as a veterinarian in the 
French countryside. He de-
cided to no longer serve an 

agricultural system where it’s all about 
money, money and more money. In-
stead, he began to say ‘Yes!‘ to life, the 
true value of man and nature. “Time is 
not money, time is life”.

From an early age Lars Veraart knew 
that he wanted to study veterinary 
medicine. He also knew that it was only 
about the study. He did not desire to a 
practice as a vet. However, for 15 years 
that was his destiny. He worked in very 
idyllic way with farmers and their ani-

mals in the French countryside. “For 15 
years I have seen farms increase in size. 
Ever larger tractors. Ever larger stables. 
Ever larger animals. Even larger calves. 
And also larger debts to the bank. In-
creased stress to obtain a financial re-
turn. And an ever greater amount of an-
tibiotics to the animals.

At the same time, the quality of the 
food went down rapidly. Farmers no 
longer consumed their own products, 
but went to the supermarket. The in-
dustrial system is forcing farmers to 
choose for specialization in a product. 
There remains little for use at home of 
the farmer. They no longer consumed 
the meat of their own beef cattle. Dairy 
farmers bought their milk from some-
where else. In the meantime food for 
everyone was getting more expensive.”  

STOP!
“In the winter of 2014 – 2015 I have said 
‘Stop!’. I no longer wanted to serve that 
system. To be a veterinarian is a beauti-
ful occupation. The outdoors, the peo-
ple and the animals. It is fascinating to 
perform a caesarean in the stable the 
middle of the night, along with the 
farmer. But it isn’t normal. The calves 
are being bred in such a way that they 
are too big to be born in a natural way 
from the cows. You have to pull the calf 
out like crazy with special equipment, 
or, if that is not going to work, you have 
to cut the calf out. It’s all about finan-
cial values. The gathering and multiply-
ing of capital. If a cow does not gener-

ate enough money, the cow is no longer 
good enough. A cow must produce 45 
litres of milk every day. If only a little 
goes wrong, the huge cow is down and 
out. Literally. And then I would arrive 
as ‘monsieur le docteur’ in my car, full 
of medications.

I always had a whole pharma-
cy with me. I pumped the cow full of 
drugs. If the cow would not stand up 
within forty-eight hours, then it would 
never stand up. I could no longer face 
this. You fight symptoms, but you don’t 
fight the problem at the root. This at-
titude has led to the current econom-
ic, ecological, social and spiritual crisis. 
If we, as humans beings, first take care 
of the Earth, the plants, the animals 
and each other, then money, capital 
and economy becomes a means, rather 
than a goal in itself.”

TRANSYLVANIA
 “As a vet, I look at health. Over the 
years, I am getting better at seeing the 
relationship between a healthy Earth 
and the well-being of people and na-
ture. Healthy soil leads to healthy 
plants and animals. Healthy plants and 
animals leads to healthy people. After 
my decision to stop as a veterinarian, I 
have said ‘Yes!’ to life. Yes! for a healthy 
Earth. Yes! for real value of man and 
nature. Yes! to myself and my precious 
family. Time is not money, time is life.”  

Lars decided to relocate with his family, 
his American wife Robyn (psychologist 
and music therapist) and 5-year-old son 
Carsten, and farm on a smallholding 
in Transylvania. Somewhere at the be-
ginning of 2000 he visited this area for 
the first time. “One of the last regions 
in Europe where you can enjoy nature 
and village life as it was in The Nether-
lands 50 to 100 years ago. As a vet I was 
invited by my older brother who was in-
volved as environmental Adviser in the 
restoration and rebuilding of the worst 
affected villages after the environmen-
tal disaster at Baie Mare. A burst dam 
at a gold mining company caused the 
flooding of a large amount of cyanide 

“NATURE IS TOTALLY 

FOCUSED ON CREATING

REAL VALUE. AND WHAT 

DO WE DO? WE PROPOSE 

THAT FINANCIAL VALUE 

SHOULD BE FIRST”
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contaminated water over agricultural 
land and destroyed the life in the water 
and the land in large parts of Hungary, 
Romania and the former Yugoslavia.”

“For the first time I became acquaint-
ed with the typical Romanian farmers 
stalls. There I started to see the differ-
ences between industrial agriculture in 
Western Europe and the agro-ecological 
farmers in Romania. Farmers with 2 to 
5 cows, some pigs and some chickens. 
I was touched by the love of the farm-
er for their animals. The direct contact, 
the real bond with all animals. They 
consume their own products, healthy 
and home-grown on small pieces of 
land. Every day there is healthy food on 
the table. They know what they are eat-
ing. They do not need to go to the su-
permarket. Nowhere in Europe had I 
encountered the people so close to the 
nature where they live and work. More 
and more I longed to merge my desire 
to work with happiness and contribute 
to meaning in the world. In 2009 we 
bought as a family a traditional farm at 

Alunisu/Magyarokereke, a Romanian/
Hungarian village with approx. 100 in-
habitants. Since two years we now live 
and work there permanently a simple 

life. Every day here I experience what is 
true value.” 

EARTHWORMS
“Maybe tonight, if it’s a little misty, and 
not too cold, then I go to outside. I see 
that the whole ground is full of earth-
worms. And when you walk around 
with a flashlight, they all shoot back 
in their burrows. It’s a true phenom-
enon. They always prefer to remain 
with their tail in the hole, so that they 
can pull back rapidly into the earth. 
When I get there and sit down you can 
see them looking for a leaf. They pick 
the leaf up and take it with them back 
into the ground. They eat the leaf, di-
gest it, and defecate it again. The faeces 
of earthworms are the most fertile ma-
nure that exists.

How often do we contemplate, as 
people, on the usefulness of the earth-
worm? They produce insanely fertile 
manure in a natural way. Far more fer-
tile than any artificial fertilizer. De-
pending on the type of ground there 
are dozens to hundreds of earthworms 
on each square metre. Together they 
plough the earth by digging small pas-
sageways. They bring air into the Earth. 

Provision - The Transylvania School 
of Self Sufficient Living

Provision is an initiative of Lars Veraart and his wife Robyn Marie Bors Ver-
aart for everyone who is open for the possibilities available to discover and 
learn from a village community (Alunisu/Magyarokereke) of small-scale tradi-
tional farmers in the countryside of Transylvania.  The learning process is go-
ing through osmosis; by simply being present in the midst of the daily activi-
ties in and around the village. Here one can see and feel how the independent 
farms still survive. Here, one can still experience the ‘old Europe’ or ‘future 
Europe’, the forgotten and lost world and learn how to transform this into the 
present day.

Provision is an informal school with a well-organized balance between 
work and play, theoretical lessons and practical projects. The goal is that what 
is learned be put into practice in ever wider circles: first within the boundaries 
of the ‘classroom’ (a sunny terrace, under an Apple tree or in a cosy kitchen of 
a converted farmhouse, depending on the weather), then on one of the subsist-
ence farms in the village and then eventually, back home, in the private life 
and work of every visitor.

LARS VERAART: “JUST CONTEMPLATE FOR YOURSELF WHICH KEY 

ROLE YOU CAN PLAY FROM WITHIN THE FINANCIAL SECTOR.”
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That is important for your and my 
health. Nothing can live without oxy-
gen including all life in the earth. With 
all their ploughing and digging they 
make sure that the oxygen can go deep-
er into the earth, ensuring that life 
is also made possible here. The earth-
worm ensures that we can breathe 
fresh air.

That is what I call real value. Nature is 
totally focused on creating real value. 
And what do we do? We propose that 
financial value should be first. And in 
economic terms the earthworm has 
no value. The destruction of the earth-
worm even contributes to econom-
ic growth. And so we plough the land 
with expensive tractors. A lot of earth-
worms are cut in half. And do not be-
lieve in the myth that a severed earth-
worm becomes two earthworms again. 
Then we throw fertilizer on land, a 
form of salt which burn away the earth-

worms. We destroy life in the soil. That 
is why we need more fertilizer in the 
following year and the year after that 
even more. That is good for the econo-
my. It is also the only way to be able to 
meet the payments and repayment of 
debt to the bank.” 

NUTRITIONAL DENSITY
“Dutch cows eat only one kind of grass. 
In addition, they eat corn and soybeans 
as the second and third source of ener-
gy. Those soybeans do not come from 
our own soil, but from South America. 
The Netherlands is after China the larg-
est importer of South American soy in 
the world. Overuse of agro- toxics caus-
es diseases among the local population, 

far away from us. Meanwhile, more 
than 20% of the Amazon rainforest has 
been cut down for farmland. And our 
Dutch cows must be kept afloat with a 
variety of pharmaceutical drugs.” 

“The cows of a typical peasant in Roma-
nia eat hundreds of different species of 
plants and herbs. Biodiversity in Tran-
sylvania is incredibly large. A cow needs 
a huge diversity of food to stay healthy. 
Animals have a self-restoring power. A 
cow with a health problem knows in-
stinctively which plants and herbs it 
should eat to heal themselves (Zoophar-
macognosy). From origin a cow has no 
need for a pharmaceutical industry on 
a large scale.”

“HARD TO BELIEVE THAT WE HAVE MADE OUR NATURAL 

RESOURCES AN EXCLUSIVE RIGHT OF LARGE COMPANIES”
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“If you compare a glass of Dutch milk 
with the product of a peasant farmer 
in Romania, then it obviously that both 
are milk, but I believe they are actually 
quite dissimilar. Milk from Transylva-
nia is so richly filled with nutrients. If 
you would examine the content of both 
glasses with a spectrometer, then you 
will come to the conclusion that the 
real value is in the glass with natural 
milk. The same story is true for all oth-
er food. Take for example a Dutch to-
mato, which is actually nothing more 
than an envelope with water.” 

FOOD SOVEREIGNTY
For Lars it seems like what goes around, 
comes around. It is exactly one hun-
dred years ago this month that his 
great-grandfather started a small com-
pany with seeds for vegetables in the 
South of Netherlands. This compa-
ny left the hands of his family in the 
1980s. Now it has become one of the 

most prominent parts of genetically en-
gineered seed development within the 
Bayer Group, which recently also ac-
quired Monsanto.

“Seeds form the blueprint of life on 
Earth. Access to traditional seeds, ac-
cess to land for agro-ecological farmers 
and access to markets is currently un-
der high pressure. Today seeds are en-
riched and genetically manipulated. 
There are patent rights on seeds. It is 
forbidden for farmers to save their own 
seeds for use again next year. It is for 
farmers, and other people, legally im-
possible to save and sell seeds. Yes, even 
swapping seeds could be stopped. The 
essence of our lives comes in purely 
commercial hands. All seeds are owned 
by large multinationals. It happens 
that a lot that farmers are held liable, 
because their crops are mixed with the 
patent-seeds of multinationals.

Nature has no knowledge of financial 
economics and disseminates all seeds 
through the air. Genetically modulat-
ed seeds from one farmer mingle with 
the natural seeds of the other farmer. 
The natural farmer can be held liable 
because he uses the patent-seeds with-
out payment. Usually ‘surrender’ to the 
seeds of the multinationals is the re-
sult. Sometimes I find it still hard to be-
lieve that it is true that we have made 
our natural resources, such as seeds, air 
and water an exclusive property right 
of large companies. Yet it is true. There 
are now 3 multinationals that have the 
lion’s share of the seeds trade as well as 
the chemicals that would be required to 
grow food. I don’t see that as a healthy 
situation. Large industrial agriculture 
is acquired by a small group of stake-
holders. I find that very worrying. We 
humans are nature. As far as I am con-
cerned there is no one owner of nature, 
and we are all responsible. Each man 

P U R P O S E

“IMAGINE IF THE FINANCIAL SECTOR WOULD ALSO LOOK AT RETURN OF 

HAPPINESS AND WELL-BEING OF MAN AND NATURE, THAN YOU CAN MAKE 

MONEY AND CAPITAL INTO AN INSTRUMENT THAT SERVES THE SOCIETY.”
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must choose what he eats and how it 
is grown, provided that the freedom of 
our fellow citizens is not affected. That 
is what I call food sovereignty.”

BIG TRANSITION
Lars is inspired by the work of Gandhi 
who used the spinning wheel to drive 
the English from India. He did not start 
spinning because he liked it. It was a 
question of making one’s own clothes 
again, being clothing self-sufficient, 
instead of buying English clothes that 
were produced in an industrial way. 
“So the new Spinning wheel of now is: 
grow your own food. That is the non-vi-
olent action we take as a family. I am 
talking about small-scale growing of 
healthy and diverse food. In supermar-
kets you buy your products with more 
and more corn in it. Less and less prod-
ucts are natural organic and of course, 
more and more are artificial. Gandhi 
wanted a free and autonomous India. 
From that parallel, I dream of The Great 
Turning: A transition of the whole so-
ciety from an Industrial Growth Socie-
ty to a sustainable civilization. A Great 
Turning of Western culture that is cur-
rently still based on an empire-model, 
in which prosperity is distributed un-
equally, towards a healthy communi-
ty on Earth, in which all living beings 
can return again to their original state. 
Freed from all illusion and the lack of 
freedom. Restored in connection with 
nature with everything that is. From 
the natural source ability of each crea-
ture.”

“Since I am living and working here 
in Transylvania, I can look at myself 
straight in the mirror every morning. 
I’m happy, because I walk a path where 
every day I devote my life energy to The 
Great Turning of society. My work is 
now equal to my Work with a capital 
letter. My day job is fused together with 
a positive contribution to life on this 
earth. For that you don’t need to be a 
peasant in Transylvania. It is for every 
job possible to do this with a sincere 
purpose.”  

ROBOBEES
“It doesn’t matter whether you’re Bak-
er, veterinarian or Shoemaker. Or in-
deed, a financial service provider. Just 
contemplate for yourself which key 
role you can play from within the fi-
nancial sector to the birth of a socie-
ty in which a healthy Earth, healthy 
plants, animals and humans, local 
economy, humanity and the sanctity 
of life are the central issue. I see that 
in Transylvania, Dutch and other Euro-
pean financial institutions such as Ra-
bobank and Generali, massively buy up 
farmland. Banks, insurance companies 
and pension funds. Purely for specula-
tion, using money to make even more 
money. Imagine if the financial sector 
would expand the definition of returns 
from something, and beside the finan-
cial return would also look at return 

of happiness and well-being of man 
and nature, then you can make mon-
ey and capital into an instrument that 
serves the society. The Netherlands has 
a large financial sector. Imagine that 
people would get the chance, for ex-
ample participants in pension funds, 
to choose for a sustainable investment 
of their funds in everything that real-
ly matters in life. Everyone from the fi-
nancial sector is welcome to come here. 
Many consider it a trip back in time. I 
see it mostly as the birth of a new era. 
In that context, I see plenty of opportu-
nities for crowdfunding, micro-credits 
and investment funds to provide access 
to land for agro-ecological farmers, na-
ture conservation, and professions in 
arts and crafts and for innovation from 
a new paradigm. Not the innovations 
as we see so much around us from the 
old paradigm from ‘more clever’, ‘even 
faster’ and ‘still cheap’. Einstein was 
right when he said that we should not 
solve problems in the same way as we 
have created them. Take for example 
the extinction of bees. Instead of solv-
ing the cause of bee mortality, we now 
develop small drones, Robobees, arti-
ficial intelligent bees, 100% mechani-
cal, in order to be able to fertilize the 
fields. Instead of artificially imitate na-
ture, we can also choose to restore the 
real value of nature. First, let’s slow 
down a bit, breathing a few times, take 
a good look around, and assess the sit-
uation with our Earth. Then find out 
how we can solve problems from a next 
step in human consciousness. So, I am 
also in Transylvania, to slow down, to 
stand still. To get back to the connec-
tion which you feel with your heart, 
with the primal source of life. To live 
and to work from the ‘now’. The only 
moment of value, because the past is 
no more and the future does not exist 
(yet).”  n

For further reading:
www.provisiontransylvania.com 
www.lovemadevisible.eu/examples/provision
www.ecoruralis.ro/web/en/

“I’M HAPPY, BECAUSE I 

WALK A PATH WHERE EVERY 

DAY I DEVOTE MY LIFE 

ENERGY TO THE GREAT 

TURNING OF SOCIETY”


